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Mumonkan  Case One: Joshu and the Puppy 

 

Mumon’s Comment 

 

 “Those who pass through this barrier not only meet Joshu intimately, but also walk hand in hand with all 

the Ancestral Teachers in the successive generation of our lineage, your eyebrows connected, seeing with the 

same eyes, hearing with the same ears.  Could there be anything more wonderful?  Isn’t there anyone who 

wants to pass this barrier?  So, then, make your whole body a mass of doubt, and with your three hundred and 

sixty bones and joints, and your eighty four thousand pores concentrate on this one character “mu.”   

 

 Previously I spoke about how the self which says “I am” is an incomplete 

self.  And because it is incomplete it must make efforts, it must strive to become 

complete.  But that “I am” self will inevitably meet itself.  I spoke about how 

when the self meets the self which it has been seeking then finally it will manifest 

the complete self.   

 People often say they cannot live without love.  And the tenet of 

Tathagata Zen is to say that true love is manifest in this very condition when the 

self meets the self.   

 Previously, over and over many times I have talked about how when the 

self is born, at the beginning it is incomplete.  But, as I said just now, this 

incomplete self will inevitably manifest a condition in which the self meets the 

self and manifests the complete self, and when that occurs for the first time the 

state will be manifest in which it is not necessary to see.  A kind of  seeing will 

occur in which it is not necessary to see.   

 But what I’m saying here is that now I would like you to again contemplate 

this very state in your own zazen.  When the self is seeking the self, that is to say 

when the self is seeking a lover, then that self, with completely developed 

capacities of eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and belly button; using all of them, that self 
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seeks everywhere.  What I’m saying is that when a human being is seeking itself 

and when a mosquito is seeking itself, although in some ways they are the same, 

there is a difference.  We explain this in detail and say that although birds and 

dogs and other animals are also wandering around, rushing around searching for 

their selves, the activity of searching that the human being does when the human 

being is searching for its self is at a deeper level.  When a bird or an animal is 

searching for itself it doesn’t have the developed consciousness which people 

have which knows that it is searching for itself.   

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen is to say that when the self is manifesting an 

incomplete self then it is sandwiched in between the activities of the subject and 

object.  Even in scholarly study in general I think that the self is usually thought 

of as the subject in contrast to the object.  But the position of Buddhism is to say 

that when the self is manifest the objective world is not simply one objective 

world, the objective world itself is divided into the object and the subject.  In the 

beginning we ask you, we compel you to practice the condition in which 

subjective and objective only are acting alone, unifying and facing repetitively.  

But, when you advance some you see that is not really the case, you see that it is 

only when the self is born that the objective world appears.  And the position of 

Tathagata Zen is to say that the objective world itself is also divided into the 

objective and the subjective.   

 And I know I’ve spoken about this in detail before, but when the self is born 

that is when past and future are also first manifest.  And one way of teaching in 

Tathagata Zen is to say that when the three worlds are manifest the future world 

is the activity of minus, the tatha-agata activity, and the future world is the 

activity of plus, the tatha-gata, thus going activity.  I’ve repeated this same story 

over and over and over again so I know you already know it, but anyway when the 

self first is manifest, or first is born, it receives equally from both the activity of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata, from both plus and minus.  The self, or any 

existence, at the moment it appears, simultaneously, together with that 

appearance past and future also appear.  Because it is in no way an easy thing to 

contemplate this principle of simultaneous arising of self, past, and future, we ask 
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you to find a quiet place, and really settle down and do zazen there, and 

contemplate carefully.   

 That self which is born, if it doesn’t eat immediately it will fall over dead.  

Why is it that these activities we call eating and drinking appear?  I’ve spoken 

about this before, I know.  When the self appears, as I said, past and future also 

appear.  The activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata appear, but those activities 

of past and future, of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, are not the complete activities 

of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  Any existent thing, any self that has been born, 

or has appeared, from its point of view of being in the state of having appeared 

can think about, and can look upon past and future.  But that self cannot see the 

pure activities, the true activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  The only thing 

this self which appeared can see are the activities of future and past which have 

the incomplete activities of tatha-agata and tatha-gata as their content.  There is 

no way the self which has been born can see the pure activities of tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata.  The existent being which has been born thinks all sorts of things, 

tries to figure things out in all sorts of ways, but the reality is that there is no way 

it can see the pure activities of plus and minus. 

 This state I'm talking about is the state of the sentient being.  That is to 

say the sentient world which has past, present, and future.  And previously I’ve 

spoken often about how there are many people it seems who think that 

somehow or another their mother and father must have been existing before 

they appeared.  This is very important, because I think that even among 

Buddhist scholars there are many Buddhist scholars who believe this, they believe 

that our mothers and fathers were existing before we appeared.  But the 

position of Tathagata Zen is to very severely criticize this way of thinking, and say 

that kind of thinking is simply a mistaken way of thinking which arises because the 

person who thinks that way has fixated their “I am” self.  In Tathagata Zen we 

say very strictly that that way of thinking is only thought by those who don’t know 

the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, the pure activities of future and past. 

 It is never the case that your mother and father were existing before you.  

Even your mother, even your father, even your grandmothers and grandfathers, 
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they all appear receiving tatha-gata and tatha-agata equally.  We teach that 

when the self is born it is born because it receives one tiny fraction, one trillionth 

or ten trillionth of the tatha-gata activity, and an equal tiny fraction of the 

tatha-agata activity, and so those activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata become 

the incomplete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata which we call father and 

mother.  Father and mother both appear together with the child.  But father 

and mother, they have as their content either tatha-gata or tatha-agata.  The 

tatha-gata activity is the male activity, and so the incomplete tatha-gata activity 

becomes father, tatha-agata is the female activity, and so the incomplete 

tatha-agata becomes mother.  So in a sense we can say that father and mother 

have pure activities, pure meaning that in this case the mother only has 

tatha-agata activity, she doesn’t have tatha-gata.  And the father only has the 

plus activity, the tatha-gata as his content.  So what I’m saying is that the father 

and mother have tatha-gata and tatha-agata activities as their content in a pure 

way, pure in the sense that they don’t have any other activity, as their content, 

they only have one.  The father only has tatha-gata, and the mother only has 

tatha-agata.  Father has purely plus, and mother has purely minus activity as 

their content, but they don’t have the complete activities of plus and minus as 

their content.  The reason why they aren’t complete is because in order to give 

birth to the child they have given part of themselves, I don’t really know if it is 

correct to say they’ve given one trillionth of themselves, but anyway they’ve 

given part of themselves, and they have given an equal portion of themselves in 

order to give birth to the child.   

 What we are meaning here is to say that because the child has both plus 

and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its content, in an equal way, the way of 

existing of the child-existent-“I am” being, is completely different than the way of 

being of both father and mother.  Everyone, when they are born into this world, 

are born having both plus and minus as their content.  We have plus and minus 

equally, but when we first appear we don’t have all of plus and minus.   

 The condition which arises here is a condition in which the self is embrace 

by the outside-future-mother activity, and embraced from the inside by the 
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father/past activity.   

 The teaching of Buddhism which I have taught you many times before is 

that when mother and father are manifest together with the appearance of the 

child they are always manifest in an aged condition.  It is never the case that a 

completely un-aged mother or father appears with the child.  In other words a 

complete mother and father never appears.  What I’m asking you to do is to 

really throw yourself into zazen, because if you do seriously practice zazen, and 

seriously contemplate the relationship the present moment, which is the “I am “ 

self, makes with both past and future, that is to say the relationship that child 

makes with both mother and father, then you will come to be able to manifest 

the wisdom which clearly understands the very nature of your self. 

 We also tell you that before the self is born there was neither past, present, 

nor future.  That condition where there is no past, present, and future is the 

condition of the origin.  This condition of the origin has no present moment in it.  

It does have plus and minus in it.  It’s content is the activity of plus and minus 

repetitively facing and unifying over and over. 

 When I was in school, and I don’t think I’m alone in this, you all probably 

were educated in the same way, but anyway, when I was in school it seemed as if 

we were always somehow being taught that our country was the greatest, and 

therefore it was expected that we should win any wars we fought.  I think we 

really believed in this.  We believed that it was proper to conquer other people 

in order to protect ourselves, that it was proper to think we should win when it 

came to war or fighting.  We came to think that conquering was the way to 

complete ourselves.  But then I got into the study of Buddhism, and I was taught 

that my previous education had been absolutely mistaken, and it was a great 

disappointment to me.  I think that now, in our time, it is safe to say that 

conquering is the wrong way to go, because the world is already on its way to 

becoming one world.   

 But, anyway, I can’t get into the details of that much here, and as I was 

saying before, the self which is born it must eat and drink in order to survive, but 

it cannot do those things in isolation.  When we get down to it we have to 
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understand for ourselves why eating occurs in the first place.  As I was saying 

before the self which has appeared has on its outside the minus activity, and on 

its inside the plus activity.  But, if the self which has been born tries to eat or 

drink all by itself, just through its own initiative, it will find it can’t do that.  For 

example, in concrete terms, if the newborn infant tries to nurse, no matter how 

much it might want to drink fro its mother’s bosom, it can’t do that activity in 

isolation.  But luckily the activities of mother and father are huge,  are really 

gigantic, really strong in comparison to the born child.  The child only has one 

trillionth or so of plus and minus as its content, but mother and father are almost 

complete.  They are 99.9999 percent complete each.  So it’s the mother and 

father from the outside and the inside who take the initiative and approach the 

child, and lead in the activity of making relationship with the child.  It’s through 

this process that the food that we need to grow is manifest.  I need you to also 

contemplate this process.   

 And I think before I’ve also told you that in this case the child must do the 

activity of dividing itself in two.  When it makes relationship with father and 

mother  it returns to mother that which it has received from mother, and 

returns to father that which it has received from father.  This activity of the self 

giving back plus to father and giving minus back to mother, and in this dividing 

itself in two is the activity of no-self, it is the activity of dissolving the self.  To 

dissolve the self when you divide the self in two means that the self melts into the 

plus, father’s world, and melts into the minus, mother’s world.  When the self 

melts into the mother’s and father’s worlds, then although the self was very 

weak, the self having melted into their worlds catches the standpoints of father 

and mother.  We tell you to very carefully contemplate this, and the reason is 

that although you all have grown up, now you are big, but if you try to 

contemplate this condition in your zazen from your usual way of thinking of an 

adult, grown up, big person we very severely warn you that isn’t going to work.   

 The self completely melts in to the plus and minus worlds.  The self is all 

gone.  But you have to contemplate this correctly.  It isn’t really that the self is 

gone.  It is that this weak self has melted into mother’s and father’s world, and 
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caught the standpoints of mother and father for itself.  Through the activity of 

the self dissolving itself the condition in which only plus and minus are acting 

alone in the Dharma world again occurs, and plus and minus again begin their 

repetitive alternating facing and unifying.  Without dissolving yourself there is 

no way that a new Dharma world, a new condition of the origin will be manifest.  

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen is to say that the condition of the origin 

never stops in itself.  The condition of the origin is never fixated.  The condition 

of the origin always goes on to manifest a new dharmadhatu, a new condition of 

the origin.  It is in the process of dharmadhatu one becoming dharmadhatu two 

that past, present, and future are manifest, and also that past, present, and future 

disappear, and when past, present, and future disappear then a new dharma 

world is manifest.  What you have to do is to manifest the wisdom which clearly 

knows the principle for yourself.  I think that some of you who are first 

beginning your practice when they hear teaching like this they think, “This 

teaching really has nothing to do with me.  I don’t care about it at all,” but this 

kind of thinking is actually quite self-conceited.  But if you do that you won’t be 

able to manifest the wisdom that understands how your consciousness matures 

either.   

 The position of Buddhism is that we must solve the nature or ourselves, 

and the nature of our world through the activity of wisdom.  It is different than 

science.  Well, maybe you can say that Buddhist thinking is in some way 

scientific, but anyway, Buddhism says that to find salvation human beings must 

manifest wisdom.  It is only through you manifesting for yourself the wisdom 

that knows the nature of your self, and this world, and what true peace is, that 

you will come to salvation.   

 Anyway, when the condition of the origin One goes on to manifest the 

condition of the origin Two, in that process is when the world of past, present, 

and future, the sentient world, what we call in Buddhism the “shaba” world, the 

dusty world below is manifest, and then it disappears, and the new Dharma world 

number Two appears, and maybe we can say that Dharma world number Two 

condition of the origin is the origin of the world of stones, probably we could say 
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a world that has almost no activity of consciousness, maybe just some kind of 

activity of sensation.  And we say that as the Dharma activity progresses through 

levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and so forth that is the process by which the activity of feeling 

or sensation develops into the activity of consciousness.  What we say is that a 

stone passes through a time in which it does have sensation until it becomes a 

stone that no longer needs to have sensation.  And maybe we can say that levels 

3, 4, 5, and 6 are the lower plant realms.  Many and various levels and worlds 

are passed through from the plant world to the insect world to the bird world to 

the animal world. 

 And as this process of development progresses, if we say that the complete 

plus activity has a complete power equal to one, and the complete minus activity 

is also one or minus one, then somewhere in the process of development the 

child has exactly half of plus and minus as its content, and is equal to both father 

and mother.  And when you reach this era in your life, this stage in your life 

there is a great change in how your consciousness functions.  All kinds of 

mistaken ways of thinking arise at this time, at this stage in the process of the 

development of consciousness.  Thoughts such as, “What are mother and father 

being so arrogant about?  Who do they think they are?  If it weren’t for me 

they wouldn’t be here anyway.  I’m much greater than they are anyway.”  

Things like that. Up until that point the self was definitely weaker than mother 

and father, it was only through being helped by mother and father that the child 

grew.  But when the child manifests itself in a condition in which it has fifty 

percent of both father and mother then suddenly, all at once, it becomes much 

stronger.  This is the stage of life called teenager-hood.  This is when mothers 

and fathers are really troubled by how to educate their teenage child.  It is very 

difficult.  But if up until then the child had been correctly receiving then when 

that child became a teenager it would see clearly that since it had been being 

helped up until then by the parents that now it was its turn to turn around to be 

the one to help the parents.  The child would take the initiative in helping the 

parents.  “It was wonderful to live a life being nurtured and aided by my parents, 

but now that I’m grown it will be even more wonderful, much more wonderful 
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when I’m the one who is caring for them, and so I must put all of my energy and 

effort into continuing to grow and develop so I can help them.”  That’s how this 

kind of well dharmically educated child would think.  When this happens the 

child has passed through one of life’s barriers, one of life’s gates.   

 And this is exactly what Mumon is talking about when he talks about 

walking hand in hand with all of the ancestral teachers in successive generations 

of our lineage, seeing with the same eyes, manifesting absolute equality.  This is 

what he means.  And then he says anikeikai, a very poetic expression which 

means a wonderful, incredible feeling.  This must be the most wonderful feeling. 

 And then he asks, “How about those of you who haven’t yet passed 

through this barrier?  Do you want to pass through, or not?”  And then he very 

kindly gets in to the details of teaching what Zen practice is.  And we’ve reached 

our time, so we’ll stop here for today. 


